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The training of geological scientists, more so than any other natural science, is

dependent on how students learn to visualize and interpret complex three-

dimensional problems at scales from micrometers to kilometers over time

scales that span from seconds to centuries. Traditionally, our classrooms are at a

disadvantage due to our standard two-dimensional use of whiteboards or slide

decks. We are at an even bigger disadvantage when courses go to online

education. While computer simulations and three-dimensional visualizations

are used, they can lack the flexibility for students to perform free-form

exploration. The novelty of this research is in the use of paper aquifer

models and their implementation across seven academic institutions to

provide three-dimensional physical examples for students to visualize

subsurface geologic structure and quantify fluid flow through porous media.

Students can cut, fold, and build three-dimensional hydrologic problems at

home or in the classroom. Our methodology allows students to physically

rotate their aquifer models to visualize cross-sectional areas, layer thicknesses,

heterogeneity, and confining units. These foldable paper models provide a low

barrier of entry for students to understand and quantify the relationships

between water levels and geologic structure. Our experience using these

models in both in-person and online classrooms highlights the advantages

and disadvantages of these models. Results, although mostly anecdotal,

suggest the paper models improve students’ learning and enhance their

engagement with the material. The formal evaluations of pre- and post-

model implementation show that low-scoring students had the most

significant gains after being introduced to the paper aquifer models. At the

same time, there was no change in the number of students in the highest

scoring group. Our experience in the classroom points to new opportunities to

engage with remote learners and tools for supporting flipped classroom

activities. Our vision for the paper aquifer models is to provide the

hydrologic community with an additional tool to help bridge the virtual

classroom gap, engage students, and help them develop mastery of three-

dimensional problem-solving.
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Introduction

Of all the natural sciences, the geological sciences arguably

have the strongest association with multidimensional research

problems (King, 2008). This can lead to difficulty in the training

of future geoscientists as visualizing multidimensional problems

forces students away from fact-based crystallized intelligence to

more malleable learning using their fluid intelligence (Jaeger

et al., 2017; Bresciani Ludvik, 2021). An example includes

students learning to map dipping and striking geologic strata

in order to build geologic maps, where they integrate fact-based

identification of rock types and field observations to create

complex three-dimensional representations of the subsurface

(Ishikawa and Kastens, 2005; Clark et al., 2008; Kuiper, 2008;

Chenrai, 2021). These are open-ended problems where students

must integrate their knowledge across a range of information

(Dickerson et al., 2005). Similar examples in the hydrologic

sciences include interpreting geologic wellbore data to create

aquifer maps or fence diagrams. In these problems, students

integrate scientific knowledge from point locations to create

three-dimensional models where flexibility in interpolation is

led by expert knowledge and exact solutions are unknown. In

such contexts, three-dimensional visualization is a core student

skill and must be further developed in order to be successful

professionals. Yet, as educators, we spend much of our time

teaching in a two-dimensional world on whiteboards or using

slide decks. We continue to evaluate students on their fact-based

crystallized intelligence and do not open the opportunity for

fluidity in student exploration of geologic problems. This gap

increased as our classroom settings drastically changed in the face

of online and hybrid instruction.

Difficulties in teaching three-dimensional thinking were

exacerbated due to the COVID-19 pandemic as the majority

of our educational system, for at least some period of time, was

moved to online learning. This change forced a cohort of students

to follow video lectures with limited hands-on or field

opportunities. In addition, faculty were given limited time and

resources to change the historical ways in which we teach

(Garcia-Vela et al., 2020). The situation, although challenging,

provided room for educational opportunities (Andrews et al.,

2020) and the potential for a more inclusive community

(Bursztyn et al., 2022). The abrupt shift to virtual learning set

the stage for the advancement of new off-the-shelf teaching tools

to reconnect students to hands-on opportunities to visualize and

solve three-dimensional problems in the geosciences. Here we

present the use of low-technology origami-inspired paper aquifer

models and describe their use across seven academic institutions.

The motivation for these paper aquifer models is rooted in

teaching the governing equations for groundwater flow. The

application of three-dimensionality in groundwater science is

directly connected to the formulation of Darcy’s Law, accounting

for the change in hydraulic head through space within a geologic unit

and the cross-sectional area over which groundwater flows. While

these concepts can be simple for students when dealing with visible

sediment-filled columns, it becomesmore difficult when translating to

flow through hidden, subsurface, regional aquifer systems. These large

regional aquifer systems represent a scale that can be difficult to

visualize by the novice student and typically poorly illustrated in

scientific reports, presentations, and on a classroom whiteboard. Our

experience with students has shown across institutions that simple

ideas like defining the cross-sectional area that groundwater flows

through an aquifer can be extremely difficult to visualize by students.

This cross-sectional area is often confused as being parallel to the

hydraulic gradient, not perpendicular. This has led our group to think

beyond two-dimensional illustrations and develop origami inspired

three-dimensional paper aquifer models.

The origami inspired models were therefore developed to

support the instructional need for students to visualize three-

dimensional groundwater problems. The use of these models acts

to slow students down in their attempt to search for an equation

with the same number of variables given in a homework problem.

The concept of students slowing down their minds to think and

solve problems during COVID-19 pandemic instruction is a

theme that may be a bright spot emerging in the literature

(Phillips et al., 2021). Models are designed for students to

make actual measurements using the model geometry and

then apply these measurements to arrive at a solution. The

value of these interactive teaching tools became increasingly

apparent as many classrooms transitioned to online learning.

Our group discovered that through these simple models, students

are able to physically build models and explore concepts of three-

dimensional groundwater flow in a much more open and

tangible environment as compared to traditional assignments.

Importantly, these paper models focus the students’ attention on

the physical conceptualization of the problem of

interest—something that is easy for students to lose sight of

when dealing with new concepts in solely text-based problems.

While computer generated three-dimensional visualizations

are impressive, it is highly effective to supplement these

visualizations with low-tech paper aquifer models.

Additionally, in most computer models, two-dimensional

projections of three-dimensional models are presented, which

can be difficult to understand (Kuiper, 2008). On a practical level,

these paper models take less time to prepare when compared to

computer models and can provide flexibility in the types of

problems that can be assigned to students. They can also easily be

distributed to students as handouts or through email, removing

technological barriers to access and use.
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The motivation of this work is to present a new set of tools to

help students visualize three-dimensional groundwater flow

through a series of hands-on exercises, and to demonstrate

and discuss their pedagogical effectiveness based on reflective

practice in the classroom across multiple institutions and

teaching settings. These models are simple to use and easy to

adapt to a range of groundwater related assignments both in

traditional and online classrooms. Our goal is to provide

instructors with descriptions of where these models have been

used and when these methods have been most useful. The

contribution of this work can be applied to traditional and

online classroom environments. We do this using an open

science framework that allows users to take and adapt our

models to a wide range of hydrologic problems.

Classroom methodology

The foldable aquifer models are based on rectangular cuboid

paper models that are cut and glued together by the students

(Figure 1). Each model has an associated problem set that can be

used by the instructor, or instructors can choose to use the paper

model by itself with their own specific set of questions. The

current suite of models includes problems related to porosity/

sediment packing, Darcy flux, radial flow, pumping tests, and

image wells, with approximately 20 models in the initial offerings

(Supplementary Table S1). Across most institutions, online

students are expected to print out a given model and

construct the model at home based on the provided

instructions (Figure 1). In some cases, faculty were able to

provide paper copies of the models to students in advance,

and in one instance these were printed on card-stock and pre-

cut. Unlike traditional hydrologic assignments, students must use

these models to measure geologic thickness, hydraulic heads, and

distance to boundary conditions, which are all drawn to scale.

This reduces the ability of students to simply look at an

assignment-provided set of variables and then find an

equation where all variables are applied. Through building

and then making measurements of a given model, students

must use their full knowledge base to solve these assignments.

The barrier of entry for these models is designed to be low but

can still create challenges for implementation. Students are given

these models as single sheets of paper or are asked to print them

out, then cut and glue/tape the models into their three-

FIGURE 1

Example of a paper aquifer model used to illustrate the relationship between hydraulic conductivity, aquifer thickness, and hydraulic head in

confined aquifers.
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dimensional form. Limited instructions are given as to the

direction to fold the paper as the aquifer images are only

printed on one side of the sheet. During the COVID-19

pandemic, limits to the adoption of these models occurred as

some universities did not expect students to have access to

printers at home (Becker, M. personal communication 9/28/

2021). The literature shows that during the COVID-19

pandemic, the lack of printers in students’ homes can be as

high as 20% (Kanetaki et al., 2021). While this implementation is

not perfect, most students had the resources and ability to

construct these models with limited extra help from the

faculty over various institutions (Table 1).

Across the institutions represented here, these aquifer models

were applied to four general categories of course instruction:

homework, flipped classroom, breakout rooms, and class projects

(Table 1). Homework is defined here as a problem set designed to

be completed outside the formal classroom environment. While

flipped classrooms do not have a standard definition (Song et al.,

2017), in this context, this type of classroom is defined by

students learning terminology and baseline knowledge on

their own at home through online lecture videos and readings

outside of the scheduled course time, and then applying and

developing that knowledge during course time through activities

and discussions guided by the faculty in the classroom. Breakout

rooms represent small group assignments embedded in

traditional lecture format. Class projects are defined as

comprehensive assignments designed to incorporate multiple

modes of knowledge to solve a multi-step problem. Models

were used in both in-person classrooms and remote learning

from 2019 through 2022 and of varying course enrollments from

eight students in-person to 101 students online. The majority of

models were downloaded from the Foldable Aquifer Project web

page (http://aquifer.geology.buffalo.edu) with the exception of

those used at Cardiff University, which was specifically designed

for an integrated class project. Not all faculty used the associated

problem sets supplied with each aquifer model, some faculty

chose to write their own problems based on a specific aquifer

model.

The implementation across seven academic institutions

represents a heterogeneous group of faculty implementing

these paper models in the classroom. This project was not

designed to be a pedagogical study. This implementation is a

reaction to the need to engage students as many institutions went

online due to the COVID-19 pandemic and, as such, describes

our experience across a diverse range of institutions. This project

should not be confused with the full-scale implementation of a

curriculum and instruction educational research paper. In

general, a qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of the

aquifer models in the classroom is based on anecdotal

feedback from students, except for the implementation of a

formal evaluation of the flipped classroom implementation

pre- and post-model use at Austin Peay State University.

Anecdotal feedback comes from informal conversations with

students, primarily during office hours, which is typically biased

toward students struggling with particular concepts or problems.

Feedback from students helped the instructors gauge the

usefulness of these models and allow for modification of the

implementation of these models in the classroom.

Results and discussion

The implementation of paper aquifer models across

institutions represents a variety of applications; all focused on

maintaining engagement. These simple models increase student

participation in hands-on activities while retaining the universal

desire during the COVID-19 pandemic to keep workloads

affordable for teachers and students (Lepp et al., 2021).

TABLE 1 Institutional uses of origami aquifer models.

Institution/Classificationa Course title Classroom implementation

Ankara University/Doctoral

Universities

Hydrogeology Homework assignments and in class examples

Austin Peay State University/Master’s

Colleges

Hydrogeology Flipped classroom

Cardiff University, UK/Doctoral

Universities

Water in the environment Small groups (in person) tasked with finding the best solution to a relatively complex multi-part

problem in competition with other groups
Water in the geological

environment

San José State University/Master’s

Colleges

Hydrogeology In-class examples prior to hands-on or online labs

Union College/Baccalaureate Colleges Groundwater hydrology In class examples and group activities

University at Buffalo/Doctoral

Universities

Hydrogeology Homework assignments and flipped classroom

Winona State University/Master’s

Colleges

Applied hydrogeology Homework assignments, flipped classroom group activities

aCarnegie classification of institutions of higher education.
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Challenges across institutions have addressed formal classroom

assessment techniques through the faculty transition to online

education. This lack of classroom assessment was the norm

during the pandemic, not the exception (Fisher and Tatomir,

2022). The results and discussion presented herein describe how

these paper aquifer models were used and, when possible,

document students’ reactions and outcomes.

Homework

The original use of these models was as homework

assignments, implemented by three of the seven institutions

represented here, where students build and solve these

problems on their own. Across the institutions, adoption of

the models as homework assignments ranged from no use to

using one model per homework assignment. As expected,

participation among students was mixed, with some students

folding every model while others did not fold the models but took

measurements off the unfolded templates. In the case of students

who did not cut out and fold themodels, some students could still

easily solve the problem. These students represent a group of

students who already have the skills to interpret three-

dimensional problems given a two-dimensional example. The

rationale for not folding the models was to save time in

completing the homework assignments, as described by one

student during office hours. However, a group of students

could not visualize the unfolded models in three dimensions

and were unable to arrive at the correct solution early on in the

course. In most cases, students learned from their early mistakes

and took the time to fold the models.

In general, students enjoyed using the paper aquifer models

used in homework assignments. All models were simple enough

for students to construct independently without instructions.

Those students who had the skills to visualize the problems

without folding were not required to fold the model. Students

who needed the models to visualize the problem fully did not

complain about their use. An unforeseen advantage of using

these models was the pride students took in building the models

and then displaying them. This created a touch point where

students were reminded of information presented in class long

after a homework assignment was turned in.

Flipped classroom

The flipped classroom methodology was used in three of the

institutions represented here. After watching the online videos

and reading prior to class, students were then given the models

and quantitative problems centered around the aquifer models to

work with during class. These activities occurred several times

throughout the semester at multiple institutions and students

had positive responses to faculty members and teaching

assistants actively interacting with students using the aquifer

models in the flipped classroom format, including a willingness

to be photographed with their models for social media. Written

student feedback at the end of the course focused on the

usefulness of the paper models; a representative example

response stated “3D aquifer modeling proved its usefulness

during the build-up toward our final project, which included

an in-depth analysis of possible future locations for municipal

wells in a fictional city. . ..models helped us visualize the aquifers’

cross-section, thickness, and hydraulic gradient in a three-

dimensional format, which was significant when studying the

underground geology and analyzing the groundwater flow of the

city...” At one institution, Austin Peay State University, formal

evaluations of student learning pre- and post-use of the aquifer

models in a flipped classroom format were evaluated. The

instructor of the flipped hydrogeology course collected

significant amounts of qualitative and quantitative data in

order to determine the effectiveness of this flipped pedagogical

change, with preliminary results indicating the flipped classroom

increased students’ persistence, learning, and attitudes toward

the course (Dunkle and Yantz, 2021). The instructor has

continued to collect these data, which allows for comparisons

between the pre-paper model (Fall 2015; Spring 2017; and Fall

2018; n = 35) and post-paper model (Spring 2020 and Fall 2021;

n = 29) iterations of the course. Students’ learning was assessed

through their scores on homework, quiz, and exam questions,

while student persistence was defined as the motivation to

complete all assignments. Results indicate that both learning

and persistence increased with the use of the paper models for

Darcy’s Law and Storage concepts.

Signs of increased engagement in homework were observed

as the percentage of students who attempted homework

assignments increased. The largest gains in persistence

occurred with a homework assignment addressing the concept

of groundwater storage, with an increase from 80% of students’

pre-paper models who attempted these groundwater storage

problems to 93% post-paper models. Students’ perceptions of

their own learning for Darcy’s Law were measured through

Anonymous Learning Surveys, which showed minimal change

from pre- to post-paper model implementation across all

students (Supplementary Table S2). Results from the Likert

scale questions for Darcy’s Law (Supplementary Table S3) also

indicated similarities in learning perception pre- and post-paper

models, with minimal increases 1 week after the activity.

Increased learning observations include gains in mean scores

and a decrease in the number of students with low scores in

homework, quiz, and exam questions (Supplementary Table S4).

Most notably, the mean scores from three multiple choice final

exam questions related to Darcy’s Law and requiring calculations

also increased from 60% (pre-paper models) to 76% (post-paper

models). While there are limitations to this study given the small

number of participants, the variety of data collected and overall

results (Supplementary Material) indicate the use of these paper
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models may increase student’s persistence and learning,

especially in the longer term as indicated by larger gains in

the final exam questions. Results of perceptions of learning

indicate minimal differences, with the exception of an increase

in topics related to Darcy’s Law being least understood initially.

This is likely due to an increased awareness of the topic due to the

use of the paper models for calculating discharge and ultimately

average linear groundwater velocity.

In-class example and lab prep

At San José State University, the foldable porosity model was

used in an in-person setting to cover the general description of

porosity as well as the associated problem set to derive porosity

geometrically. While the use of the 3D model was not formally

assessed, the scores for the subsequent lab assignment on

porosity (the first lab of the semester) were higher in the

Spring of 2020 (96 ± 9%, n = 9) when the model was not

used than in the Fall of 2021 when the model was used (89 ±

7%, n = 8). While the grades did not show an improvement in the

lab using the paper aquifer model, anecdotally, the model allowed

students to visualize the concept of grain packing, review volume

calculations, and also give them a hands-on 3D model to

work with.

Zoom breakout rooms

One of the more challenging aspects of remote teaching is

identifying ways to effectively engage students to actively participate

in learning activities rather than simply turning off their cameras

and tuning out. Additionally, for at least some students, the normal

fear and anxiety of participating in a traditional classroom setting

seemed to be amplified by the transition to virtual learning and the

knowledge that if you contributed to a discussion or answered a

question all eyes were looking directly at you.

At Winona State University, to promote an active learning

environment where students felt comfortable participating, the

paper models were used as part of Zoom breakout room

exercises. After introducing a concept either with a short lecture

over Zoom or following more of a flipped classroom approach, three

to four students were sent to each of the breakout rooms (students

picked up or were mailed hard copies of the foldable aquifers at the

beginning of the semester) and asked to work on one or more of the

problems that accompanied themodel (students were told in advance

which models needed to be cut out for class). After allowing the

students an appropriate amount of time to begin to work on the

problem, the instructor rotated through each of the breakout rooms

to check on progress and answer any questions. In many cases when

the instructor entered each room the students were chatting with

each other and collaboratively working through the problem.

Anecdotally, the models appeared to help students visualize

important hydrogeological concepts. Perhaps more importantly,

the models were a truly valuable mechanism by which students

could connect with each other in the virtual environment.

Integrated class project

For use in two different MSc level classes (n = 24) at Cardiff

University, a bespoke origami problem was designed to test

students’ ability to link a number of hydrogeological concepts

together based on learning materials given in introductory

lectures on various aspects of physical hydrogeology. The

problem was based on the movement of a conservative

contaminant within a layered aquifer system separated by a

layered aquitard. This required them to first conceptualize, in

3-D, the overall qualitative nature of the likely flowpaths of a

contaminant moving through the system both horizontally and

vertically, based on supplied borehole data. They then broke the

problem down into separate components for calculation by

different individuals in their groups which included: a 3-point

flow problem in different directions in each aquifer, effective

hydraulic conductivity of the aquitard, and the direction and

advective velocity through each layer. A final solution was

required to be presented as to the likely location and

timescale of the solute breakthrough at the edge of the model.

Each group annotated their paper models and presented them at

the front of the class for ranking as to the best solution, before a

class discussion about the learning experience and clarification of

any concepts which were not yet clear. The students clearly

enjoyed the competitive and interactive nature of the exercise,

seemed proud of their models, and showed a discernible

development of their understanding throughout the class of

the important concepts. Written student feedback at the end

of the course described the use of the paper aquifer models as

“...very helpful for visualizing the spread of contamination.”

General student evaluation comments described the use of

these models as “fun,” “interactive,” and “engaging.” In the

subsequent mid-term anonymous module feedback this class

activity was the one that the cohort singled out most often as

positively facilitating their learning experience.

Conclusion

There are challenges associated with teaching the directly

unobservable concepts of groundwater science due to the fact that

groundwater is a hidden resource. This became even more difficult

during a global pandemic where courses at many institutions were

forced online. The role of visualization in learning basic

hydrogeological concepts like Darcy’s law is incontrovertible.

Being novice learners of groundwater science, students need help

while dealing with three-dimensional visualization of these concepts,

no matter in which environment the courses are carried out.
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According to the experiences gained by seven different faculty

members in different institutions during Hydrogeology or related

courses, the paper models presented in this study help with three-

dimensional visualization and filled a much-needed deficiency in

hands-on activities when courses went to online instruction. A

combination of anecdotal and formal course evaluations showed

that student learning is enhanced with the utilization of thesemodels.

The faculty noted the added value of students slowing down to take

time to fold the paper aquifer models, slowing down to take more

time to think about problems has been noted in the literature as a

beneficial change during the COVID-19 pandemic. Results also show

these models provided a second touch point as students took

ownership in building these models resulting in the paper models

sitting on desks and shelves. Across all seven institutions, there is

clearly variability in participation rates. Based on interactions during

office hours and informal discussions, many students who struggled

with basic concepts seemed to appreciate the models. Some students

who attended office hours did admit to not taking the time to fold the

model. However, when these students were shown the foldedmodels

during office hours, all attendees appeared to recognize the value in

visualizing the problems in 3D, and many went back and took the

time to fold the paper model. As faculty, we are not naive enough to

think that students do not take shortcuts, but it is nice to have

evidence that struggling students went back and took the time to

execute the problems as originally designed.

Across the institutions represented here, the overall perception

was that the paper aquifer models were a constructive tool to

increase student learning independent of the classroom format,

assuming students took the time to participate. These results are

primarily based on anecdotal evidence, with the exception of one

institution that performed pre- and post-assessments. This

generally low level of formal assessments by the faculty also

follows literature trends during the COVID-19 pandemic, when

faculty were just trying to survive. The formal evaluations of pre-

and post-model implementation show that low-scoring students

had the most significant gains after being introduced to the paper

aquifer models. At the same time, there was no change in the

number of students in the highest scoring group. These results

need further investigation with large sample sizes but follow

anecdotal evidence that students at the highest level did not

need to fold the paper aquifers models to solve the assignments.

The open-ended nature of these papermodels allows for highly

flexible implementation, including customization. The paper

models can easily be modified and designed to fit different

classroom projects. They can be used as homework or

implemented via flipped classrooms. In an online environment,

the models were a valuable mechanism for students to connect

within breakout rooms. They are small and easy to transport and

add a novel and fun element to teaching. These models can even be

employed in the field to aid students’ understanding of the hidden

groundwater resources if representative sites can be found. Most

importantly, they are open to everyone.
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